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Abstract
The incorporation of causal inference in mediation analysis has led to the-
oretical and methodological advancements – effect definitions with causal
interpretation, clarification of assumptions required for effect identification,
and an expanding array of options for effect estimation. However, the liter-
ature on these results is fast-growing and complex, which may be confusing
to researchers unfamiliar with causal inference or unfamiliar with mediation.
The goal of this paper is to help ease the understanding and adoption of
causal mediation analysis. It starts by highlighting a key difference between
the causal inference and traditional approaches to mediation analysis and
making a case for the need for explicit causal thinking and the causal infer-
ence approach in mediation analysis. It then explains in as-plain-as-possible
language existing effect types, paying special attention to motivating these
effects with different types of research questions, and using concrete exam-
ples for illustration. This presentation differentiates two perspectives (or
purposes of analysis): the explanatory perspective (aiming to explain the
total effect) and the interventional perspective (asking questions about hy-
pothetical interventions on the exposure and mediator, or hypothetically
modified exposures). For the latter perspective, the paper proposes lever-
aging a general class of interventional effects that contains as special cases
most of the usual effect types – interventional direct and indirect effects,
controlled direct effects and also a generalized interventional direct effect
type, as well as the total effect and overall effect. This general class allows
flexible effect definitions which better match many research questions than
the standard interventional direct and indirect effects.
Keywords: mediation, causal mediation, effect definition, identification, as-
sumptions, interventional effects, natural effects
Mediation analysis is becoming more popular. Fig. 1 shows that both the number of en-
tries in Google Scholar and the number of peer-reviewed articles in PsycINFO that have
“mediation analysis” in the title or text have been growing exponentially. While researchers
may have long been interested in causal processes, mediation analysis has become more ac-
cessible after several decades of accumulation of theory, methods and computing tools. In
addition, the investigation of mediators (mechanisms) of intervention effects is now encour-
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aged, or even required, by some research funding agencies, e.g., the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIH, 2016). With these push and pull forces, the increased interest in me-
diation analysis will likely continue, and mediation analyses may exert increasing influence
on policy and practice.
Figure 1 . An increasing trend in the popularity of mediation analysis in scholarly research
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The raw counts in the top panel are counts reported by Google Scholar on two searches for articles (excluding
patents and citations) with “mediation analysis” in the title, and for those with the same phrase anywhere
in the text; the adjusted counts are adjusted for the fact that the volume of all Google Scholar entries varies
in size from year to year, using 2015 as the standard year. In the bottom panel, the counts are reported by
PsycINFO on the same two searches. These searches were conducted on 20/12/2018.
Mediation analysis is not new – the idea dates back to at least as early as Wright
(1934), and the seminal Baron and Kenny (1986) paper that popularized mediation analysis
in the social sciences was published more than 30 years ago. Yet the methods for conducting
mediation analysis are still an active area of research. A major advancement in more recent
years is the incorporation of the causal inference approach. This has led to (1) formulation
of effect definitions that are more general than those from the prior mainstream (here-
after traditional) approach and that have causal interpretations, and (2) clarification of the
assumptions required for such effects to be identified from data, allowing researchers to scru-
tinize these assumptions based on substantive knowledge; and has opened up (3) a range of
relevant estimation methods. However, the methodological literature on causal mediation
analysis is fast-growing and complex, which may be confusing to applied researchers and
methodologists alike – both those unfamiliar with causal inference and those familiar with
causal inference but not specifically with mediation. Causal mediation analysis is, to quote
Hayes (2018, page 541), “to many, a little harder to digest” than the traditional approach.
Our goal with this paper is to help ease the understanding and adoption of causal
mediation analysis. To start, the paper highlights a key distinction between the causal
inference and traditional approaches to mediation analysis, and makes a case for explicit
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causal thinking and the causal inference approach. The bulk of the paper then focuses on
the first order of business in causal mediation analysis, defining the target causal effect(s).
This first step is important because the effect(s) targeted by an analysis should reflect the
research question (what the researchers want to learn), and clarity about this helps the
researchers appropriately communicate the results of the analysis (what they have learned).
We explain, in one place and in as-plain-as-possible language, several existing effect types:
controlled direct effects, natural direct and indirect effects (Robins & Greenland, 1992;
Pearl, 2001), and interventional direct and indirect effects (Didelez, Dawid, & Geneletti,
2006; Lok, 2016; VanderWeele, Vansteelandt, & Robins, 2014). Using concrete examples,
we illustrate the types of research questions these effects are designed to answer. This
discussion differentiates two general perspectives (or purposes of analysis): the explanatory
perspective, aiming to explain the total causal effect; and the interventional perspective,
asking questions about hypothetical interventions on the exposure and mediator, or hypo-
thetically modified exposures. We also argue that, if adopting the latter perspective, in
many cases we should leverage a more general class of interventional effects rather than
restricting to the standard interventional direct and indirect effects.
The key difference between the causal inference and traditional approaches
A typical mediation analysis seeks to understand whether, and to what degree, the effect
of an exposure A on an outcome Y involves changing an intermediate variable M . How
should such an analysis be done? The answer depends on what is meant by the effect of A
on Y through M (the indirect effect). This differs between the two approaches.
The traditional approach uses a model-based definition. It assumes two parametric
models: (1) a model for the mediator M with A and covariates C as predictors; and (2)
a model for the outcome Y with A,M,C as predictors.1,2 The indirect effect is defined as
the product of the coefficient of A in the mediator model and the coefficient of M in the
outcome model. The idea is that these coefficients represent the effect of A on M and the
effect of M on Y , so their combination should represent the effect of A on Y through M .
The direct effect is defined to be the coefficient of A in the outcome model.3 A triangle
diagram is often used to depict these effect definitions (Baron and Kenny, 1986, page 1176;
MacKinnon, 2008, page 49; Hayes, 2018, page 83), which we show in Fig. 2 with a small
modification to represent covariates. The key point is, the indirect and direct effects here
are mathematical objects that do not exist without the model; there is no separation of the
definition of an effect and its estimation method.
1Baron and Kenny (1986) used linear models for a continuous mediator and a continuous outcome.
Subsequent work added model options for a wide range of situations, such as noncontinuous mediator or
outcome, multiple simultaneous or sequential mediators, multi-level mediator and/or outcome, conditional
effects, etc. – see comprehensive texts MacKinnon (2008) and Hayes (2018).
2Many published analyses actually do not include covariates. This may be related to the unfortunate
fact that the influential Baron and Kenny (1986) paper leaves out covariates. Its lesser known predecessor,
the Judd and Kenny (1981) paper, however, devotes one whole section to bias due to excluding covariates.
3If both models are linear, the product of coefficients is equal to the difference between the coefficient of A
in an outcome model with A,C as predictors (leaving out M) and the coefficient of A in the outcome model
with A,M,C. The traditional mediation literature thus talks about the product and difference methods.
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Figure 2 . Traditional approach: effects defined as (functions of) regression coefficients
C A
M
Y
a b
c′
a: coef of A in model M ∼ A+ C
b, c′: coefs of M and A in model Y ∼ A+M + C
indirect effect := ab
direct effect := c′
In contrast, the causal inference approach separates the definition of an effect that
we want to estimate from how we may estimate it.4 Effects are defined in a model-free
manner, based on reasoning about what fits the notion of a causal effect. A helpful and
popular framework for this purpose is the potential outcomes (aka counterfactual) frame-
work (Splawa-Neyman, 1923; Rubin, 1974; Holland, 1986), in which a causal effect is defined
as a contrast between potential outcomes under two different conditions, for the same in-
dividual, or the same group. The total effect for an individual (or for a group) is often
defined as the difference between (i) the outcome the individual would have (or the average
outcome the group would have) if exposed to an exposure of interest and (ii) the outcome
the same individual would have (or the average outcome the same group would have) if
unexposed. The total effect is thus a contrast of two conditions defined by values of the
exposure. Robins and Greenland (1992) and Pearl (2001) extended this reasoning to de-
fine an indirect (or a direct) effect as a contrast of two conditions defined by values of the
exposure-mediator combination. How these conditions are formulated determines the type
of direct and indirect (hereafter “(in)direct”) effects; there are several types of these effects,
which we mentioned in the introduction and will elaborate on later in this paper. The first
task for a researcher is to determine which effects best match their research question.
After effect definition, the next step in the causal inference approach is effect iden-
tification, that is, determining whether the causal effect of interest can be learned from
data (aka, is identified). Methodologists have worked out the assumptions required for
identification of the different effect types; the task of the substantive researcher is to judge
whether such assumptions are plausible with their own data. Identification gives us the
license to then estimate the causal effect. It is only at this effect estimation step that mod-
eling questions (e.g., whether to fit a linear model for the mediator and a logistic model for
the outcome, or do something else) come into the picture; this is very different from the
traditional approach which assumes models from the start.
The need for explicit causal thinking in mediation analysis
We argue that the practice of mediation analysis would benefit from adopting explicit causal
thinking. First, mediation analysis is, unavoidably, about causal effects. This is not the case
with regular regression analysis, where the target may be either causal effects or conditional
associations. In mediation analysis, the arrows typically drawn from A to M and Y and
from M to Y imply a conception that these variables affect one another in the directions
4We refer specifically to effects here, but this separation has broader relevance. In general, what we want
to estimate is called the estimand, and a method/procedure we use to estimate it is called an estimator.
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depicted. The influence of A on Y through M and the influence of A on Y through other
ways – referred to in the research question – are causal effects. Therefore, a mediation
analysis, whether using a traditional or causal inference method, is an analysis of causal
effects. In addition, results of mediation analysis are generally interpreted in causal terms
– regardless of any caution the authors may put in the limitations section. Hence analysis
should be done in a way that aims to justify such interpretation.
Second, although mediation analysis is about causal effects, such effects are not intu-
itively obvious in the mediation setting. In the non-mediation setting, intuition serves us
well in our pursuit of causal effects. For example, suppose we are interested in the effec-
tiveness of a short-term college preparation program as an intervention to improve college
readiness in high school students. If a trial randomizes high-schoolers to receive either this
intervention or no intervention, and subsequently measures their readiness for college, it is
obvious that the difference in college readiness between the students who received and those
who did not receive the intervention represents the effect of the intervention. We make this
comparison and attribution intuitively, without needing to consciously consider why. The
implicit reasoning here, were we asked to explain ourselves, is that we observe the outcome
in both of the conditions (intervention and no intervention) we wish to compare, and the
two groups in the two conditions are similar (due to randomization) so it is reasonable
to compare them. In the mediation setting, on the other hand, for a direct (or indirect)
effect, we no longer have two observable conditions to compare. Suppose we wish to know
the effect of this intervention that is mediated by an intermediate variable, self-awareness.
Extending the reasoning above, we might wish, for example, to compare college readiness
in two conditions: (a) the intervention condition and (b) a (hypothetically) modified inter-
vention condition where the intervention is forced not to influence self-awareness (thus the
intervention’s effect on college readiness through self-awareness is blocked); this difference
would be a fine notion of an indirect effect. However, condition (b) does not exist, thus
cannot be observed. The challenge of the mediation setting is that we do not have observ-
able contrasts that correspond to lay perceptions of causal effects. Here, adopting explicit
causal thinking allows us to be more clear about what exactly are the causal effects we want
to learn (the focus of the later part of this paper), and to figure out whether, and how, we
can learn it.
But there linger the questions: What is the problem with simply using the product of
coefficients? Isn’t one coefficient the causal effect of A on M and the other the causal effect
of M on Y ? Shouldn’t their product be the causal mediation effect? These same questions
were asked by this paper’s first author, originally a student of the traditional approach,
when first encountering the idea of causal mediation analysis. Here is a brief, and thus
unfortunately slightly dense, answer: If linear models are used, for the product of these two
coefficients to match a causal indirect effect, the following conditions are generally required:
(1) all identification assumptions hold (roughly speaking, covariates C are pre-exposure and
capture all A-M , A-Y and M -Y confounding); (2) the additive effect of M on Y does not
depend on the value of A (aka no A-M interaction) or on the base value of M (aka Y is
linear in M); (3) either the additive effect of A on M or the additive effect of M on Y
is the same across all individuals, or these two effects are independent of each other (aka
constant or independent additive effects); and (4) the correct forms of C are used in the
mediator and outcome models and do not interact with A and M . The last assumption
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may be relaxed to some extent, e.g., when evaluating conditional effects within levels of C,
but not the first three. If nonlinear models are used, e.g., for a binary mediator or a count
outcome, the product of coefficients does not match, and is generally not on the same scale
as, the causal effect of interest. These are limitations of the product of coefficients method.
Technical details aside, there is a general point. The models used in traditional
mediation analysis – or any other parametric models – impose a set of assumptions about
the causal structure on top of the assumptions required for effect identification. To be
clear, adopting the causal inference approach generally does not remove the need for some
model assumptions at the estimation step. But instead of defaulting to a set of model
assumptions from the start, using model-free effect definitions allows us, at the estimation
step, to consider what models we want to use based on the data at hand and based on what
prior knowledge we have or do not have about the causal structure. Such consideration likely
results in adopting more flexible models that make fewer assumptions,5 or assumptions that
are more appropriate to the specific situation.
To mediation analysis, causal inference is a new approach, and it takes time for new
approaches to take hold. A certain degree of interest in the causal inference perspective
is seen in recent works by several methodologists known for substantial contribution in
the traditional approach – these works include causal inference as a topic in mediation
analysis methodological reviews (Mackinnon, Fairchild, & Fritz, 2007; MacKinnon, Kisbu-
Sakarya, & Gottschall, 2013), emphasize confounding as a validity threat in mediation
analysis (MacKinnon et al., 2013; MacKinnon & Pirlott, 2015), and explain how to imple-
ment causal mediation analysis (Miočević, Gonzalez, Valente, & MacKinnon, 2018; Muthén,
2011; Muthén & Asparouhov, 2015). In the applied research literature, however, the up-
take of causal mediation analysis is still limited. In an ongoing review of articles published
in top psychology and psychiatry journals in 2013-2018 that include a mediation analysis,
we found that less than 4% used causal mediation analysis. In our experience working
with researchers (students, postdocs and faculty) in a public health research institution, we
observe that often the researcher’s less than ideal starting point (e.g., unfamiliarity with
causal inference language, or loose understanding of confounding and confounding control)
combined with the complexity of the methodology (e.g., multiple effect definitions and iden-
tification assumptions, different settings requiring different methods, and the explosion of
the methodological literature) hinders adoption of causal mediation analysis. We aim to
help address these barriers, starting with the current paper.
Orientation to the rest of the paper
Before delving into the causal effects, it is important to point out that this paper does
not address analyses in the research literature which are unfortunately also referred to as
mediation analyses, but do not reflect a setting where it is plausible for A to influence M
and Y and/or for M to influence Y , for example due to lack of temporal ordering of these
variables. These are analyses of associations (not causal effects), and in our opinion it is
more appropriate to refer to them as “third variable analyses”. Third variable analyses
require a separate discussion that is outside the scope of the current paper.
5An simple example is that models with A-M interaction are not off limits, since estimation does not
rely on multiplying one pair of regression coefficients.
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Back to mediation, of the three steps in causal mediation analysis – effect definition,
identification, and estimation – the remainder of this paper focuses on the first step. We
start with the total effect, showing how it is defined based on potential outcomes at the
individual and population levels, laying down some basic causal inference concepts. We
also introduce the causal directed acyclic graph (DAG), a helpful tool for visualizing effect
definitions and assumptions. We then bring in the mediator, and define and discuss the
practical relevance of several effect types, first the natural (in)direct effects, then the inter-
ventional (in)direct effects, then a broader class of interventional effects, and ending with
controlled direct effects.
This somewhat unusual order of presenting these effect types – e.g., controlled direct
effects not appearing first and not preceding natural (in)direct effects as in most papers that
include both these effect types – results from our attention to having the effects motivated by
questions of potential practical relevance. This ordering of the effects reflects a reasonable
ordering of the sorts of questions they answer. While following this line of thinking, we
stumbled upon the broad class of interventional effects (that contains but is not restricted
to the interventional (in)direct effects), which we explore in the paper. This class includes
several effect variations that are more intuitive and fit certain research questions better
than the interventional (in)direct effects.
As the focus is on effect definition, we mostly put aside questions about whether an
effect is identified and how it may be estimated, except a couple of identification comments
called for by the juxtaposition of interventional and natural (in)direct effect types. The
closing remarks provide brief comments that aim to orient the reader to these two topics,
and refer the reader to the relevant literature.
We assume the reader is comfortable with quantitative methods, but may not be well
versed in causal inference reasoning. We use as plain as possible language combined with
examples to elucidate concepts and ideas. While some mathematical notation is needed,
it is accompanied by explanations in English and is color-coded for easy recognition. We
hope this will help the reader quickly get used to the notation and find it helpful. Also, we
use footnotes extensively. The footnotes may be skipped on the first read of the paper as
they are not required for understanding the main content. We recommend that the reader
come back to them on a second read, as they provide additional explanations to deepen
understanding, and expose a broader range of terms and concepts encountered in the causal
mediation literature, which may help the reader be an effective consumer of that literature.
For simple presentation, we use the situation with a binary exposure, one mediator
and one outcome. The content here applies directly to a non-binary exposure (replacing
the exposed and unexposed conditions with the contrast of A = a and A = a∗ where a is
the exposure level of interest and a∗ is the comparison level), multiple outcomes (treated as
one outcome vector), and multiple mediators considered enbloc (as one mediator vector).
Solid understanding of this case will make it easier to deal with more complex situations.
Total effect
Again, consider our intervention for high school students (the exposure) and their college
readiness (the outcome). Each student (indexed by i) has two potential outcomes, one is
the college readiness level that the student would have if exposed to the intervention, the
other is the college readiness level they would have if not exposed to the intervention. These
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are two different variables, labeled Yi(1) and Yi(0), where 1 and 0 stand for the exposed
and unexposed conditions. The individual total effect, denoted TEi, is often defined on the
additive scale as the difference between these two potential outcomes,
TEi := Yi(1)− Yi(0),
where the symbol := means “is defined as”. Averaging the individual total effects over the
population6 of high school students, we have the average total effect, denoted TE,
TE := E[Y (1)]− E[Y (0)],
where E[·] denotes expectation (population mean).7 If the outcome is binary (coded 0/1),
this definition is equivalent to TE = P(Y (1)=1)− P(Y (0)=1), a risk difference.
Table 1
Individual total effects: a toy example
Potential outcomes Total effect Observed data
i Yi(1) Yi(0) TEi Ai Yi
Bo 9 4 5 1 9
Sam 8 7 1 1 8
Ian 7 5 2 1 7
Ben 7 8 -1 1 7
Suri 5 3 2 0 3
Bill 7 6 1 0 6
Kat 8 9 -1 0 9
Dre 8 4 4 0 4
To make things concrete, Table 1 shows a toy example where the population consists
of eight individuals. For each individual, both potential outcomes (values on a 0-10 scale)
and the total effect are shown. TE is an average increase in college readiness of 1.625
points. In reality, however, we are not privy to individual effects, for we never observe
both potential outcomes for the same individual. What we observe is the realized outcome
Yi, which reveals one of the potential outcomes. Specifically, we observe Yi = Yi(1) if the
student is exposed to the intervention (A1 = 1), and Yi = Yi(0) if the student is not exposed
to the intervention (Ai = 0).8 The puzzle for researchers is that given the data in the last
two columns of the table, we want to learn about the average total effect, and more.
Introducing the causal DAG. A causal DAG (Pearl, 2009) consists of nodes that rep-
resent variables and arrows that represent causal effects; all common causes of any pair of
variables are included; and there is no directed path from a variable (through other vari-
ables) to itself. Consider the DAG in Fig. 3a which shows the world without any (real or
imagined) manipulation by the investigator. The variables of interest are A (college prep
program participation) and Y (college readiness). C represents common causes of A and
6For simplicity of presentation, we presume interest in average effects for the population. If the average
effect of interest is that for the exposed, the unexposed, or another specific subpopulation, these expectations
of the potential outcomes are taken conditional on the subpopulation.
7In this paper we focus on effects defined on the additive scale, the most common choice. Alternatively,
causal effects may be defined on multiplicative scales, e.g., as mean ratios, rate ratios, risk ratios. A broader
view is that the causal effect is the difference between the two potential outcomes’ distributions.
8This connection between the observed outcome and the potential outcomes is called the consistency
assumption (VanderWeele & Vansteelandt, 2009).
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Y – variables that may make a high school student more or less likely to attend a col-
lege preparation program and that influence college readiness (e.g., academic achievement,
socio-economic status, etc.). Another name for a common cause is confounder, so C consists
of confounders of the A-M relationship. This DAG also shows that A and Y have causes
that are not shared, UA and UY (where U stands for unique causes); these may also be left
out of the DAG and their presence is implicitly understood.9
Figure 3 . The total effect
C A Y
UA UY
C A = 0 Y (0)
UY
C A = 1 Y (1)
UY
a. The regular world
without any manipulation
b. The two worlds contrasted
by the total effect
The total effect is a contrast between two parallel worlds which we imagine for the
same individual (or the same group of individuals). In these two worlds, everything is
the same, except that in one world A is set to 1 (program participation, i.e., the exposed
condition), and in the other world A is set to 0 (nonparticipation, i.e., the unexposed
condition). These are shown in the two DAGs in Fig. 3b, where the box represents that a
variable is set to a value. In these two DAGs, since A is set to a fixed value for everyone,
this breaks the causal link between C and A.
Natural (in)direct effects
As mentioned earlier, there is more than one (in)direct effect type. To start, consider a
common motivation of mediation analysis, the desire to explain the effect of the exposure
on the outcome. The question often asked is: How much (if any) of this effect went through
the mediator, and how much went through other ways? Natural (in)direct effects (Robins
and Greenland, 1992; Pearl, 2001)10 capture the essence of this question.
9Readers familiar with structural equation modeling must have noticed that this DAG looks identical
to a structural equation model (SEM). In fact, a SEM represented by an identical diagram encodes the
same assumptions as the DAG about which variables are or are not causes (or effects) of which variables.
Typically, a SEM also assumes certain model forms (often linear) for the causal relationships and certain
distributions (often normal) for the disturbance terms. A DAG does not encode such assumptions; it is
non-parametric.
10Robins and Greenland referred to these effects as pure and total (in)direct effects (see more in foot
note 9). Pearl labeled them natural (in)direct effects. Pearl’s label has become popular, and is useful in
contrasting these effects with the interventional (in)direct effects to be presented in the next section.
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The definition of these effects starts at the individual level. The idea is to split the
individual total effect TEi – the contrast of Yi(1) and Yi(0) – into two contrasts using a
third potential outcome that is in-between in some sense, so that one contrast represents
a mediated effect, the other a direct effect, for the individual. What should be this third
potential outcome? The outcome in a hypothetical world where the exposure is set to one
condition, but the mediator is set to its potential value under the other exposure condition.
To see how this works, we need to be a bit more formal. Let Yi(a) denote the
potential outcome of individual i if exposure is set to a (where a can be either 1 or 0, so
any statement about Yi(a) applies to both Yi(1) and Yi(0)). Similarly, let Mi(a) denote the
potential mediator value for individual i if exposure is set to a. Also, consider a new type of
potential outcome, Yi(a,m), the potential outcome when exposure is set to a and mediator
is set to m. Depending on the mediator distribution, there may be many such potential
outcomes – two for each possiblem value. Yet we are not interested in just anym value. For
each individual, only two values are relevant: Mi(1) andMi(0), the values that the mediator
would naturally take under the two exposure conditions. This is because the mediated part
of TEi occurs only because the exposure has an effect on the mediator, and that effect is
the difference between Mi(1) and Mi(0). Hence we replace m in Yi(a,m) with one of these
values, denoted Mi(a′) (where a′ can also be either 0 or 1), and obtain Yi(a,Mi(a′)), the
potential outcome in a world where the exposure is set to a and the mediator is set to the
value it would take under exposure a′.
When a and a′ are the same, we have Yi(a,Mi(a)), which is equal to Yi(a). That is,
the potential outcome in a world where exposure is set to a and mediator is set to Mi(a)
is the same as the potential outcome in a world where exposure is set to a and mediator
follows naturally.11 TEi is thus a shift from Yi(0) = Yi(0,Mi(0)) to Yi(1) = Yi(1,Mi(1)).
Our in-between world is one where a and a′ are not the same. One choice is the
world where the exposure is set to 1, but the mediator is set, for each individual, to their
Mi(0). With this as the in-between world, TEi is split into two parts: Part 1 is a shift
from Yi(0,Mi(0)) to the in-between potential outcome Yi(1,Mi(0)). This fits the notion of
a direct effect (and is called a natural direct effect (NDE)), as it is the effect of changing the
exposure from 0 to 1 but fixing the mediator (not letting the mediator change in response
to the exposure change). Part 2 is a shift from Yi(1,Mi(0)) to Yi(1,Mi(1)). This fits the
notion of an indirect effect (and is called a natural indirect effect (NIE)), as it is the effect
of the mediator switching from Mi(0) to Mi(1) (as if in response to a change in exposure),
while the exposure is actually fixed (so there is no direct effect element).
For concreteness, consider Bo, one of our high school students. Suppose we are
omniscient and know what would happen in all the different worlds. If Bo participated in
the college prep program, Bo would have high self-awareness and college readiness level 9
– these are MBo(1) and YBo(1). If Bo did not participate in the program, Bo would have
low self-awareness and college readiness level 4 – these are MBo(0) and YBo(0). The total
effect of the intervention for Bo is thus an increase in college readiness of 5 points. In the
in-between world where Bo participated in the program but somehow Bo’s self-awareness
was fixed at its level under nonparticipation, MBo(0) (i.e., low), Bo would attain college
readiness level 7 – this is YBo(1,MBo(0)). This means the NDE for Bo is an increase in
11This is called the composition assumption (VanderWeele & Vansteelandt, 2009).
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Table 2
Individual natural (in)direct effects of the direct-indirect decomposition: a toy example
Potential Potential Direct-indirect Observed
mediators outcomes decomposition data
i Mi(0) Mi(1) Yi(0) Yi(1,Mi(0)) Yi(1) NDEi(·0) NIEi(1·) Ai Mi Yi
Bo low high 4 7 9 3 2 1 high 9
Sam medium high 7 7 8 0 1 1 high 8
Ian low low 5 7 7 2 0 1 low 7
Ben low medium 8 6 7 -2 1 1 medium 7
Suri low high 3 3 5 0 2 0 low 5
Bill low medium 6 5 7 -1 2 0 low 7
Kat high high 9 8 8 1 0 0 high 8
Dre medium high 4 7 8 3 1 0 medium 8
college readiness of 3 points, from level 4 to 7, and the NIE is a further increase of 2 points,
from level 7 to 9. Table 2 shows these effects for all the high-schoolers in our toy example.
We refer to the above decomposition of the total effect the direct-indirect decompo-
sition, based on the order of the component effects. Alternatively, we can use the other
in-between world with Yi(0,Mi(1)) to split the total effect into a NIE followed by a NDE –
the indirect-direct decomposition.
The average natural (in)direct effects, which are population means of the individual
effects, decompose the average total effect:
direct-indirect decomposition:
TE = E[Y (1,M(1))]− E[Y (1,M(0))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
NIE(1·)
+ E[Y (1,M(0))]− E[Y (0,M(0))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
NDE(·0)
,
indirect-direct decomposition:
TE = E[Y (1,M(1))]− E[Y (0,M(1))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
NDE(·1)
+ E[Y (0,M(1))]− E[Y (0,M(0))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
NIE(0·)
.
To differentiate between the two NDEs and the two NIEs,12 here we index each of these
effects with a combination of a dot representing the condition (either exposure or mediator)
that varies in the contrast, and a number representing the condition that is fixed.13
Revisiting the causal DAG. Fig. 4 shows the direct-indirect decomposition of the total
effect. Fig. 4a is the unmanipulated DAG. In Fig. 4b, the top and bottom DAGs represent
the two worlds contrasted by the total effect, where the mediator follows naturally after the
exposure. The middle DAG in Fig. 4b represents the in-between world, where the mediator
is set to its value under the opposite exposure condition.
Note that C in Fig. 4 is different from C in Fig. 3. Here C collectively represents three
sets of confounders, of the A-M , A-Y and M -Y relationships, which may overlap but may
not be identical. Note also that this figure represents the special (and simple) case where no
12Another way to differentiate these effects is Robins and Greenland’s (1992) labeling of the first effect
in a decomposition as “pure” and the second as “total”. In this labeling scheme, NDE(·0) and NIE(1·), for
example, are called the pure direct effect and total indirect effect. We opt not to use this terminology, as it
is confusing to have “total” in both total (in)direct effect and total effect.
13Here the dot is helpful but not necessary because the “direct” and “indirect” labels already imply which
condition is varying. It is more important when considering the case with multiple mediators.
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Figure 4 . Natural (in)direct effects – depicted in the special case with no intermediate
confounder
C A M Y
UA UM UY
C A = 0 M(0) Y (0,M(0))
UM UY
C A = 1 M=M(0) Y (1,M(0))
UM UY
C A = 1 M(1) Y (1,M(1))
UM UY
a. The regular world b. The 3 worlds in the direct-indirect decomposition of the TE
this contrast
is NDE(·0)
this contrast
is NIE(1·)
M -Y confounders are influenced by A. In the general case (see Fig. 5a), in addition toM -Y
confounders not influenced by A (included in C), there are M -Y confounders influenced by
A (termed intermediate confounders) represented by L.14
In our experience, when first introduced, the natural (in)direct effects may take some
time to sink in. We offer two heuristics that might help build intuition for these effects.
Heuristic definition 1: information flows. Consider a system with three variables,
exposure, mediator and outcome; and two paths along which information can flow in the
system: the exposure → outcome path, and the exposure → mediator → outcome path. In
the default condition of the system, called the unexposed condition,
exposure = 0, mediator =M(0), outcome = Y (0,M(0)),
and there is no information movement. If we switch the exposure from 0 to 1, this change is
information. This information flows through both paths, and affects any variable it comes
across. This results in a switch of both the mediator and the outcome, obtaining a new
condition for the system, called the exposed condition, where
exposure = 1, mediator =M(1), outcome = Y (1,M(1)).
The outcome switch from the unexposed to the exposed condition is the total effect.
Decomposition of the total effect is analogous to staggering the flow of information –
by turning a path off and on. Suppose we turn off the exposure → mediator → outcome
path. When the exposure is switched from 0 to 1, the generated information can flow only
14In the presence of L, Y (a,M(a′)) is equivalent to Y (a, L(a),M(a′)), because L follows naturally after
exposure a and thus takes on value L(a), but M is set to value M(a′).
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through the exposure → outcome path. It does not reach, therefore does not affect, the
mediator. But it reaches the outcome and causes it to change. As a result, the system
obtains a mid-way condition, where
exposure = 1, mediator =M(0), outcome = Y (1,M(0)).
Now we turn the exposure→ mediator→ outcome path back on. Information can now flow
through this path. It reaches the mediator, causing it to change. This flow of information
then reaches the outcome, causing the outcome to change. This takes the system to the
exposed condition. The two outcome shifts, from the unexposed condition to the mid-way
condition, and from the mid-way condition to the exposed condition, are the NDE(·0) and
NIE(1·).
If instead of turning off and on the exposure → mediator → outcome path, we turn
off and on the exposure → outcome path, then we have an alternative mid-way condition
where mediator = M(1) and outcome = Y (0,M(1)). In this case, the two outcome shifts
correspond to the NIE(0·) and NDE(·1).
Heuristic definition 2: double exposure. Another way to think about natural
(in)direct effects is to imagine that the exposure A is the combination of two exposures
denoted AM and AR. A switch of AM from 0 to 1 causes a switch of the mediator from
M(0) to M(1), so AM is responsible for any influence of A on the outcome through the
mediator. AR is responsible for all the remaining influence of A. We only observe situations
where these two exposures go together, AR = AM = A = 1 or = 0. But imagine that they
do not need to go together. With two exposures, we have potential outcomes of the form
Y (a, a′), the outcome that would occur if AR were set to a and AM to a′. The total effect
previously defined corresponds to the effect of both exposures combined,
TE = E[Y (1, 1)]− E[Y (0, 0)].
Its direct-indirect decomposition is given by adding and subtracting E[Y (1, 0)], i.e.,
TE = E[Y (1, 1)]− E[Y (1, 0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
NIE(1·)
+ E[Y (1, 0)]− E[Y (0, 0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
NDE(·0)
,
and its indirect-direct decomposition is given by adding and subtracting E[Y (0, 1)]. In this
representation, the two NDEs are the effects of AR when AM is set to 0 and to 1, and the
two NIEs are the effects of AM when AR is set to 0 and to 1.
Why two decompositions and which one to choose? As mentioned above, natural
(in)direct effects match the purpose of explaining the causal effect, answering the question
what part of the total effect went through the mediator and what part did not. These
effects have thus been called “descriptive” (Pearl, 2001). A seemingly complicating matter
is that with two decompositions of the total effect into natural (in)direct effects, there is
not a single NDE or a single NIE. Generally, NIE(1·) and NIE(0·) are not the same, and
neither are NDE(·0) and NDE(·1). This is not a weakness of these effects. On the contrary,
it reveals an implicit assumption in our original question, that the total effect can be split
into two effects that are separate and do not interact – which, in the language of the double
exposure heuristic definition, means the effect of AR must be constant for both levels of
AM and vice versa. This is an arbitrary assumption.
A practical question remains: For a specific analysis, which decomposition should be
used? Or should both be used? Our view is that answering this question requires being
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more clear about the research question/objective. We propose three answers for three cases.
Case 1: Is there a mediated effect? Or, is the causal effect (partly) mediated by this
putative mediator? (And if yes, what is the size of the effect?) With this research question,
we propose using the direct-indirect decomposition. The rationale is that here we are not
questioning the existence of a direct effect, but are considering the possibility of a mediated
effect in addition to the direct effect; if there is no mediated effect (either because the
mediator does not change in response to the exposure, or it does change but that change
does not cause a change in the outcome), then the total effect is the same as NDE(·0), the
direct effect in the direct-indirect decomposition.
Case 2: In addition to the mediated effect, is there a direct effect? Or, does the
exposure influence the outcome in other ways, not through this mediator? (And if yes, what
is the size of this effect?) This is a mirror image of the previous case, just flipping the relative
order of direct and indirect effects. We propose using the indirect-direct decomposition. If
there is no direct effect, then the total effect is the same as NIE(0·), the indirect effect in
the indirect-direct decomposition.
Case 3: The objective is to describe the effect of exposure on outcome with direct and
indirect effect elements, without any prior assumption or preferred question about either
direct or indirect effects. In this case, we propose presenting both decompositions. After
all, if the purpose is simply to describe all we can learn, there is no reason to prefer either
decomposition over the other.
While all three cases may be encountered in research practice, we suspect that case 1
is more common than case 2. This may explain why methodological papers tend to either
present both decompositions or present only the direct-indirect decomposition; we have not
come across any that presents only the indirect-direct decomposition.
Interventional effects
The natural (in)direct effects are defined based on an explanatory perspective – motivated
by a desire to explain the total effect. There are times when researchers may approach a
mediation setting with an interventional perspective – asking what if we could modify the
exposure, or intervene on the mediator, in a certain way.
A situation where one may ask questions of this type is where the goal of the research
program is to develop, or to contribute to the development of, an effective intervention.
This may take multiple rounds of development and modification. Consider our college prep
program study as one step in the development process. In addition to testing the current
form of the program, investigators might ask, what would be the effect of the program (i) if
program components that only serve to improve self-awareness were eliminated, (ii) if only
self-awareness-related components were kept, or (iii) if some other modification were made.
If data from the current study shed some light on these questions, that informs decisions
about whether to keep the program as is, or what modification should be made. A new
version of the program, if created, is to be tested in a next study.
In other cases, one may ask the question what if we could intervene on an exposure
or mediator separately from questions about whether such an intervention is possible or
what form it might take. This data-assisted counterfactual thinking is relevant to research
on health (and social) disparities, as it helps us imagine alternative worlds where social and
structural elements that contribute to disparities were mitigated or neutralized (Glymour
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& Glymour, 2014; Jackson & VanderWeele, 2018); we will discuss one specific example of
this later in this section.
After the natural effects, and prompted by a couple of challenges with the natural
effects (discussed shortly), a younger generation of (in)direct effects have been created
(Didelez et al., 2006; Lok, 2016; VanderWeele et al., 2014; Vansteelandt & Daniel, 2017).
These effects, now commonly referred to as interventional (in)direct effects,15 are relevant
to the interventional, what if, perspective.
Interventional (in)direct effects
These effects inherit from the natural effects the same direct (not involving the mediator)
and indirect (involving a mediator shift that is related to a shift in exposure) effect notions.
The label interventional, however, means that the conditions contrasted correspond to in-
terventions on the treatment and/or mediator (Didelez et al., 2006) that are conceivable
– for a hypothetical future study.16 (Natural effects do not belong in this class of effects
because, absent time travel or magical knowledge of unobserved values, no intervention
can bring into existence an in-between world, e.g., where exposure is 1 but mediator is
M(0).) We will describe the interventional (in)direct effects from both the individual and
the population point of view; different readers may find one or the other more meaningful.
Let’s start from the viewpoint of the individual. Recall the potential outcomes that
define the natural effects: Y (a,M(a′)) is the outcome in a world where the exposure is set
to a and the mediator is set, for the individual, to their own potential mediator value under
exposure a′. Now, imagine that the individual is not assigned this specific value. Instead,
the individual is grouped with others in a subpopulation with the same value/pattern on
covariates C, i.e., the confounders not influenced by A (we will comment on this shortly).
Within this subpopulation, all the M(a′) values are put in a pool, and the individual is
assigned a value randomly drawn from this pool.17 Such pools (one for each C value)
constitute what is called the distribution of M(a′) conditional on C, which we abbreviate
to dM(a′)|C (d stands for distribution, and the symbol |C reads conditional on C or given
C). The random draw from the subpopulation pool of M(a′) values is a draw from this
distribution; we denote the draw byM(a′|C), with a squiggly letterM for randomness.
The interventional (in)direct effects are obtained by replacing M(a′) in the average
(not individual) natural effect formulas withM(a′|C) (Didelez et al., 2006; VanderWeele et
15It seems that these effects first appeared in Didelez et al. (2006); this paper discussed these effects
as a modification of the natural (in)direct effects, defined based on intervention regimes. The labeling
of these effects as interventional effects emerged out of a collection of several labels used in later papers,
including “effects of organic interventions” (Lok, 2016) and “randomized interventional analogs of the natural
(in)direct effects” (Vansteelandt & Daniel, 2017). The label interventional (in)direct effects emphasizes their
interpretation as effects of (hypothetical) interventions. Some authors also use the label stochastic effects,
short for stochastic interventional effects (e.g., Rudolph, Sofrygin, Zheng, & van der Laan, 2017), highlighting
that mediator values are random in the conditions contrasted (this will be clear shortly).
16This feature is also referred to as experimental testability (Didelez et al., 2006) or manipulability (Robins,
2003). Note that this concerns a principal possibility, not practical feasibility or ethical acceptability.
17The label stochastic effects mentioned in footnote 15 reflects this idea that mediator values are randomly
drawn, as stochastic means random (based on a distribution).
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al., 2014). There are two interventional direct effects
IDE(·0) := E[Y (1,M(0|C))]− E[Y (0,M(0|C))],
IDE(·1) := E[Y (1,M(1|C))]− E[Y (0,M(1|C))],
and two interventional indirect effects
IIE(0·) := E[Y (0,M(1|C))]− E[Y (0,M(0|C))],
IIE(1·) := E[Y (1,M(1|C))]− E[Y (1,M(0|C))].
Because the individual’s Yi(a,M(a′|C)) depends on the random quantityM(a′|C), it is not
meaningful to talk about interventional (in)direct effects for the individual. Unlike natural
effects which are defined starting at the individual level, interventional (in)direct effects are
essentially defined starting at the level of subpopulations defined by C values.18
Zooming all the way out to the viewpoint of the population, the effects just defined
are contrasts of interventions that set the exposure and the mediator distribution. IDE(·a) is
the effect of an exposure shift from 0 to 1, while the mediator distribution is set to dM(a)|C ,
hence a direct effect. IIE(a·) is the effect of a mediator distribution shift from dM(0)|C to
dM(1)|C (as if in response to an exposure shift), while exposure is set to a, hence an indirect
effect.19,20
The causal DAG and the interventional mediator distribution. Fig. 5b shows
the intervention conditions that define IDE(·0) and IIE(1·). The distribution of M (the
mediator of interest) is set to dM(0)|C in the top two conditions, and dM(1)|C in the bottom
condition. The intermediate confounder L (also a mediator), on the other hand, follows
naturally after the exposure. This figure reflects the general case. In the special case with
no intermediate confounders, the DAG simplifies, removing all L related elements.
Note that among variables in C, not all may have a direct influence onM (A-M , L-M
and M -Y confounders do, but some A-L, A-Y and L-Y confounders may not). Therefore
the distribution of M(a) given C is the same as the distribution of M(a) given CM where CM
is the subset of C that has direct influence on M . Therefore the interventional (in)direct
effects may be equivalently defined using CM (as in Didelez et al., 2006).
Some properties that differ between interventional and natural (in)direct ef-
fects should be noted. First, unlike natural effects, interventional (in)direct effects do not
18Even though C appears in the definition of interventional and not natural (in)direct effects, both effect
types are conditional. Interventional (in)direct effects are conditional on C (defined for each subpopulation
with shared covariate values); natural effects are conditional on i (defined for each individual).
19The equivalence of (i) assigning random mediator values to the individuals (seen from an individual
perspective) and (ii) intervening on the mediator distribution (seen from a population perspective) is reflected
in the common practice (in the literature) using the same notation (Ga|C , or GM(a)|C , or GM|a,C) to denote
both the random draw and the distribution, which we here denote separately by M(a|C) and dM(a)|C for
clarity of argument.
20An interesting question is whether effects can be defined using marginal rather than conditional distri-
butions of the mediator (dM(a) instead of dM(a)|C). Our opinion is yes IF the research question is specifically
about interventions that target such marginal distributions – see section Interventional effects more generally
where we argue that effects should be defined to best match research questions. It should be noted that
the standard definition that conditions on covariates has (i) a conceptual rationale (using the distribution
that is relevant to the units, e.g., not assigning an elderly person a mediator value from a young person);
and (ii) a technical convenience (one of the assumptions required for effect identification – positivity – is
more likely to hold for dM(a)|C than for dM(a)). To avoid ambiguity, we reserve the terms “interventional
(in)direct effects” to refer to the standard definition that conditions on covariates.
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Figure 5 . Interventional (in)direct effects – depicted in the general case with an intermediate
confounder
C A L M Y
UA UL UM UY
C A = 0 L(0) M=M(0|C) Y (0,M(0|C))
UL UY
C A = 1 L(1) M=M(0|C) Y (1,M(0|C))
UL UY
C A = 1 L(1) M=M(1|C) Y (1,M(1|C))
UL UY
a. The regular world b. Intervention conditions defining an IDE and an IIE
this contrast
gives IDE(·0)
this contrast
gives IIE(1·)
Figure note: An equivalent representation of Y (a,M(a′|C)) is Y (a, L(a),M(a′|C)).
decompose the total effect. This is not a limitation, as these effects were not created to
explain the total effect.21 The four interventional (in)direct effects form two pairs that share
the same sum, IDE(·0) + IIE(1·) = IIE(0·) + IDE(·1). This sum, termed the overall effect
(OE) by VanderWeele et al. (2014), is the effect of shifting the exposure from 0 to 1 and
shifting the mediator distribution from dM(0)|C to dM(1)|C . The total effect, on the other
hand, is the effect of shifting exposure from 0 to 1 without intervening on the mediator.
Second, in the special case with no intermediate confounders (Fig. 4a), the interventional
(in)direct effects are equal to their natural counterparts (and OE is equal to TE); in the
general case (Fig. 5a), these effects are generally not the same.22 Third, there is a differ-
ence in identification (which we will come back to in the last section of the paper): natural
effects identification requires the no intermediate confounders (no L) assumption; interven-
tional effects identification does not. Based on the last two points, a practical takeaway is:
21This is a point where we disagree with some other authors who have commented that a drawback of
these effects is that they do not sum to the total effect. Our opinion is, if the interest is in explaining TE
(reflected in the desire for effects that sum to TE), then the logical target is the natural (in)direct effects.
Interventional effects do not explain TE; they answer questions about (hypothetical) interventions.
22In the special case, the equality of mean potential outcomes, E[Y (a′,M(a))] = E[Y (a′,M(a|C), follows
from the fact that M(a) and M(a|C) share the same distribution. In the general case (Fig. 5), L is
a mediator that precedes M , and Y depends on both mediators. Thus Y (a′,M(a|C)) is shorthand for
Y (a′, L(a′),M(a|C)) (where the first mediator follows naturally after exposure condition a′, taking its
potential value L(a′), and the second mediator is a random draw from dM(a)|C); and Y (a′,M(a)) is shorthand
for Y (a′, L(a′),M(a)). Now we do not have the same equality of mean potential outcomes, because the joint
distribution of {(L(a′),M(a|C)} is different from the joint distribution of {L(a′),M(a)} – conditional on C,
L(a′) andM(a|C) are independent, but L(a′) and M(a) are generally dependent.
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(i) in the special case with no L, it does not matter whether we are interested in natural
or interventional (in)direct effects (or both) because they coincide; (ii) in the general case
with L variables, these effects do not coincide, and natural effects are not identified while
interventional effects may be (if identification assumptions hold), so it is more convenient
if the target effects are the latter than if they are the former.
Interventional (in)direct effects in the college prep program example. Equipped
with the interventional (in)direct effects, let us now revisit the questions asked by the
investigators of the college prep program: what would be the effect of the program (i)
if program components that only serve to improve self-awareness were eliminated, (ii) if
only self-awareness-related components were kept, or (iii) if some other modification were
made. Let it be clear upfront that the interventional (in)direct effects do not exactly answer
these questions, or any other questions about realistic program modifications. Rather, they
concern ideal interventions that intervene on the exposure and the mediator distribution
without changing anything else in the causal structure – they do not have additional effects
on any other variables, and do not affect how variables influence one another. It is unlikely
that any real world program modification qualifies as such an ideal intervention. Where
there is an approximate correspondence, however, the ideal intervention effect provides a
sense about what a realistic intervention effect might be; how good the approximation is
depends on how close the realistic intervention is to the ideal intervention.
For the first of the three questions above, IDE(·0) is relevant. IDE(·0) contrasts
two interventions: one setting exposure to 1, the other setting exposure to 0, both setting
mediator distribution to dM(0)|C . Let’s call these the active intervention condition and
the comparison intervention condition. The active intervention condition corresponds ap-
proximately to the modified program without self-awareness promoting components. The
modified program is desired to achieve the same mediator distribution as dM(0)|C , but not
expected to result in each individual having their specific M(0) value. The comparison
intervention condition can be thought of as corresponding to a modified control condition –
which, similar to the modified program, might achieve the same mediator distribution but
not the same individual specific values. This is relevant, for example, if our research uses the
equal attention control strategy, so the control condition for the modified program might
be shorter than the control condition for the original program in the current study. (We
comment shortly on the case where the control condition is unchanged.) Similarly, IIE(0·) is
relevant to the investigators’ second question. The active intervention condition in IIE(0·)
sets exposure to 0 and mediator distribution to dM(1)|C , which corresponds approximately
to the modified program retaining only self-awareness related components. The comparison
intervention condition is the same as that in IDE(·0), discussed above. As for the investi-
gators’ third question, the interventional (in)direct effects are clearly not relevant, due to
lack of correspondence with the program modification in question.
A couple of comments are warranted. First, an analysis targeting interventional
effects (motivated by what if questions) looks different from an analysis targeting natural
effects (motivated by the desire to explain the total effect). The latter invariably involves
identifying and estimating a pair (or two pairs) of direct and direct effects. The former
is not concerned with pairs of effects; rather, it targets the specific effect (or effects) most
relevant to the substantive research question. Defining effects based on the conditions we
wish to contrast, in our opinion, is the gist of the interventional effects approach.
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Second, depending on the specific study and the specific question, the interventional
(in)direct effects may or may not provide the best approximation to the real world contrast of
interest to the researcher. We had a glimpse of this above, where the comparison condition in
IDE(·0) and IIE(0·) doesn’t quite fit if we imagine wanting to use the same control condition
as in the current study (e.g., the same equal attention control condition, or the same no
engagement condition) in evaluating the modified program. Also, all program modifications
that fit in the investigators’ third question are completely off limit to our gaze through the
lense of interventional (in)direct effects. Fortunately, there is some rectification of these
limits through leveraging the general class of interventional effects.
Interventional effects more generally
Interventional (in)direct effects are one special type within the broader class of interventional
effects; the special feature is that they are direct and indirect effects. The general class of
interventional effects is much larger. OE, for example, is an interventional effect (albeit
not a direct or indirect effect) as it contrasts two intervention conditions. TE is also an
interventional effect, contrasting an intervention that sets exposure to 1 and an intervention
that sets exposure to 0. Any contrast of what happens under two different intervention
conditions (one of which, by the way, may be the null intervention, i.e., no manipulation)
is an interventional effect.
Leveraging the general class of interventional effects allows researchers to define effects
that correspond better to their real world questions. In the college prep program example, if
the control condition is unchanged, then the interventional effects E[Y (1,M(0|C))]−E[Y (0)]
and E[Y (0,M(1|C))]−E[Y (0)] are relevant to the investigators’ first and second questions,
respectively.23 We now use a different example to illustrate that flexible application of
interventional effects helps address a wide range of what if questions.
This example draws from disparities research. The population is adolescents. The
exposure (or group) variable is sexual minority status, A = 1 if the individual identifies as
lesbian, gay, bisexual or another sexual minority identity, A = 0 otherwise. The outcome,
Y , is any measure of well-being or lack thereof (e.g., life satisfaction, depressive symp-
toms). The mediator of interest, M , is experience of bullying in school. Let C denote
demographic/context variables that are unlikely to be influenced by sexual minority status
(e.g., age, sex, anti-discrimination and same-sex legislation, geographical political leaning,
economic climate, etc.) that may influence well-being or bullying experience. Relative to
sexual majority (heterosexual) adolescents with similar C values, sexual minority adoles-
cents tend to experience more bullying, E[M |A = 1, C] > E[M |A = 0, C]. Sexual minority
adolescents also tend to be lower on well-being measures. Within levels of C, the well-being
disparity associated with sexual minority status is
disparity(C) = E[Y |A = 1, C]− E[Y |A = 0, C],
which, averaged over the distribution of C in the sexual minority adolescent subpopulation
gives the population disparity measure. To avoid unnecessarily complicating the argument,
23E[Y (1,M(0|C))]−E[Y (0)] is not a direct effect. It is the combination of (a) the effect of shifting the
mediator from the naturalM(0) to the randomly drawnM(0|C), and (b) the direct effect IDE(·0). Similarly,
E[Y (0,M(1|C))]−E[Y (0)] is not an indirect effect; it combines (a) and the indirect effect IIE(0·).
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we simply consider the conditional measure disparity(C). This disparity measure is anal-
ogous to the total effect previously constructed, and it would turn into a total effect if we
were willing to inject a few additional inputs in our construction.24 In the current example
we do not need to construct a total effect in the process of defining the interventional effects
of interest.
In this example, the investigators ask two questions. The first question is completely
hypothetical: How much of the disparity in well-being would be removed if we could reduce
the level of bullying experienced by sexual minority adolescents down to the level experienced
by sexual majority adolescents? In the language of interventional effects, this translates
to swapping a sexual minority adolescent’s natural bullying experience value for a value
randomly drawn from the distribution of bullying experience of sexual majority adolescents
with the same C value. Denote this distribution by dM |0,C and the random draw byM|0,C .
Using this intervention condition, we split the total disparity into two parts
disparity(C) =
E[Y |A=1,C]− E[Y (1,M|0,C)|A=1,C]︸ ︷︷ ︸
disparity-removed(C)
+ E[Y (1,M|0,C)|A=1,C]− E[Y |A=0,C]︸ ︷︷ ︸
remaining-disparity(C)
.
Here disparity removed is an interventional effect on the sexual minority subpopulation,
contrasting (i) the intervention condition that sets the mediator (bullying experience) dis-
tribution to dM |0,C and (ii) the null intervention condition (i.e., doing nothing). It represents
the improvement in well-being for sexual minority adolescents as a result of this hypotheti-
cal intervention. Remaining disparity, on the other hand, is not an interventional effect; as
an across-group contrast, it is a disparity measure.
Up to this point, this example, although involving a different context (mixing dispari-
ties and interventional effects, and considering effects on the exposed subpopulation instead
of the full population), is similar to the college prep program example in that the natural
mediator distribution under one exposure condition is replaced by the mediator distribution
from the other exposure condition. The next question breaks this pattern.
Suppose the investigators work with a school board that is considering adopting an
anti-bullying intervention that is expected to effectively reduce the bullying experienced by
sexual minority adolescents but not to the level of equating it to that experienced by sexual
majority students. They ask: What would be the improvement of well-being for sexual
minority adolescents if this intervention could reduce their experience of bullying in school
down to halfway between the current levels of the two groups? Now with this intervention,
the bullying experience of a sexual minority adolescent would not come from dM |1,C or
dM |0,C , but a mixture of these two distributions. We denote this (assumed half-half) mixture
by dM |0.5,C , and a random draw from it byM|0.5,C . Now we have the intervention effect
E[Y |A = 1, C]− E[Y (1,M|0.5,C)|A = 1, C],
which is the (approximate) improvement in the well-being of sexual minority adolescents to
be expected as a result of the anti-bullying intervention. (This effect is not labeled disparity
24Those inputs are: (i) admission of the idea that Y (0) is well defined for sexual minority adolescents, and
(ii) assumption that given C, sexual minority/majority status is independent of Y (0). These would imply
disparity(C) = E[Y (1)|A = 1, C] − E[Y (0)|A = 1, C], a total causal effect. There is a long-standing debate
about (i) that is important but tangential to our current discussion, and (ii) is a very strong assumption.
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removed here, because the intervention may also benefit sexual majority adolescents.)
The two examples above give a glimpse of the flexible applicability of interventional
effects, all based on the simple idea: what intervention conditions do we wish to contrast?
The common thread is that these are (ideal) interventions that set variables to specific
values, or set their distributions to specific distributions, that are priorly determined.25 In
the examples the mediator distribution is set to dM(1)|C , dM(0)|C or a mixture of these, but
any other distribution that suits the research question can be used. The strategy of setting
the distribution of a variable has also been applied to exposure variables (Díaz & Hejazi,
2019) in more complex settings. Our recommendation, if the researcher is approaching a
mediation setting with an interventional instead of an explanatory perspective, is to flexibly
define interventional effects based on the specific what if questions, and not simply default
to the IDEs and IIEs.
One more comment before we close this section: the broad class of interventional
effects includes a special set of effects (defined by Didelez et al., 2006; Geneletti, 2007) that
we refer to as generalized interventional direct effects (GIDE).26 GIDEs are similar to IDEs,
except rather than only two choices for the mediator distribution (which give the two effects
IDE(·0) and IDE(·1)), we can use any reasonable distribution of choice for the mediator.
For a chosen mediator distribution D , we have
GIDE(·D) = E[Y (1,MD)]− E[Y (0,MD)],
where MD is a random draw from the distribution D . While IDEs are paired with IIEs,
GIDEs (that are not IDEs) are not paired with indirect effects.27 We will comment on the
potential relevance of GIDEs after introducing the one last effect type in this paper.
Controlled direct effects
Controlled direct effects, the oldest among all the (in)direct effects in this paper, are effects
of the exposure if the mediator were controlled, i.e., set to a specific level for everyone. For
mediator control level m, the individual controlled direct effect is defined as
CDEi(m) = Yi(1,m)− Yi(0,m),
i.e., the contrast between the potential outcomes for individual i if their exposure is re-
spectively set to the exposed and unexposed conditions, and their mediator is set to m (see
Fig. 6). Controlled direct effects may vary across individuals, and within an individual may
vary depending on the mediator control value m. The average controlled direct effect for
25The pair of adjectives deterministic and stochastic are used to differentiate a fixed value and a random
value. An intervention that sets a variable to a fixed value (e.g., setting exposure to 1) is a deterministic
intervention; one that sets the distribution of a variable (e.g., setting mediator distribution to dM|0.5,W ) is
a stochatic intervention.
26These are referred to in Didelez et al. (2006) as standardized direct effects, based on the concept of
population standardization in demography. Geneletti (2007) uses the term generated direct effects.
27Geneletti (2007) defines an indirect effect as the difference between TE and a direct effect, so based on
that definition, a direct effect is always paired with an indirect effect. While TE minus any direct effect
might be an interesting mathematical object, we find calling it an indirect effect not meaningful unless the
direct effect is an NDE. We maintain the seemingly common view – reflected in the definition of NIEs and
IIEs and in the common assertion that controlled direct effects are not paired with indirect effects – that
the term indirect effect should be reserved to refer to effects of shifts in the mediator value or distribution
that are as if in response to a switch of the exposure from 0 to 1.
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Figure 6 . Controlled direct effect
C A M Y
UA UM UY
C A = 1 M = m Y (1,m)
UY
C A = 0 M = m Y (0,m)
UY
a. The regular world b. The two worlds contrasted in
the direct effect controlling mediator at level m
mediator control level m is the average of the corresponding individual effects,
CDE(m) = E[Y (1,m)]− E[Y (0,m)].
CDEs are not paired with indirect effects. A CDE is an effect of the exposure when con-
trolling the mediator. One could imagine an effect of the mediator when controlling the
exposure, but that is not in any sense an indirect effect of the exposure.
When are CDEs of interest? CDEs are a type of interventional effect. If a mediator
level m desirable for all and if a feasible and ethical way exists to set it for all, then CDE(m)
is relevant. Interventions that shift and fix a variable for a whole population are generally
structural, e.g., seatbelt laws, age limits for alcohol/cigarette sale, city-wide water treat-
ment, etc. Consider a simple concrete example: A city has a successful childhood injury
prevention program, and researchers have figured out that a mechanism of the program’s
success is that it increased parents’ awareness of burn risks and knowledge of how to set
the water heater in their homes to a safe temperature, which shifted the water temperature
down on average in households that participated in the program, leading to fewer burns in
small children. Recognizing this important effect, the city has passed a bill setting a legal
home water heating temperature of maximum 120◦F and is planning a blanket intervention
sending technicians door-to-door to help set water heaters to under this temperature. The
city wants to know whether their childhood injury prevention program would still be effec-
tive in the new reality where the burns-due-to-hot-water problem has been taken care of.
They are interested in CDE(water temperature = 120).
CDEs (at the population average level) are a special type of GIDEs, where the dis-
tribution D is a single point m. This means that when we are interested in a CDE(m)
where m is the desired control mediator level, but suspect that what is obtained would be
a range of values that may be centered at m but with some variation, we can simply switch
to GIDE(·D) where the distribution D is defined to reflect that variation.
This closes the effect definition topic. A summary of these different effect types is
given in Table 3.
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Table 3
A summary of the effects
Natural (in)direct effects – explaining TE
TE decompositions Relevant questions
direct-indirect: TE = NDE(·0) + NIE(1·) Does the effect of the college prep program include an indirect
(mediated by self awareness) component?
indirect-direct: TE = NIE(0·) + NDE(·1) Does the effect of the college prep program include a direct (not
mediated by self awareness) component?
both What can we learn about the effect of the college prep program,
either through self awareness or through other mechanisms?
Interventional effects – asking what if questions
Intervention conditions Examples
most general set exposure distribution to DA
and mediator distribution to
DM
all the examples below
relatively
general
set exposure to a and mediator
distribution to D
an anti-bullying program that brings the bullying experienced by
sexual minority adolescents down to halfway between sexual
minority and majority levels
the city continuing the injury prevention program plus
implementing the city-wide intervention setting home water
heating systems to 100-120◦F
specific set exposure to a and mediator
distribution to dM(a′)|C
a hypothetical intervention that the bullying experienced by
sexual minority adolescents down to the level experienced by
sexual majority adolescents
modified college prep program without self-awareness components
modified college prep program with only self-awareness
components
specific set exposure to a college prep program
a control condition with some engagement (or a placebo)
very specific set exposure to a and mediator
to m
the city continuing the injury prevention program plus
implementing the structural intervention setting home water
heating systems to 120◦F
the city discontinuing the injury prevention program, but
implementing the structural intervention setting home water
heating systems to 120◦F
null do nothing a no engagement control condition
simply observing the bullying experience of sexual minority
adolescents
Several special types of interventional effects Links to other special effect types
interventional direct effects (IDEs) paired with IIEs; special case of GIDEs
interventional indirect effects (IIEs) paired with IDEs
controlled direct effects (CDEs) special case of GIDEs
generalized interventional direct effects (GIDEs) contain IDEs and CDEs as special cases
overall interventional effect (OE) sum of IDE(·0) and IIE(1·); sum of IIE(0·) and IDE(·1)
total effect (TE) decomposed by natural (in)direct effects
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Closing Remarks
The focus of this paper has been the first step in analysis, selecting the target causal
effect(s) that reflect the substantive research question. In place of conclusions, we offer a
few comments on the next steps – effect identification and estimation – and on settings that
are more complex.
Effect identification. Identification of an effect depends on identification of the mean
outcome for each of the two contrasted conditions. Our first comment, as an orientation for
readers who are not familiar with this topic, is that there is a hierarchy of difficulty for iden-
tification of the mean outcome for different conditions. Identification of the mean outcome
for the no manipulation condition (null intervention) is the easiest; it is simply the mean
observed outcome. Mean outcome identification for conditions where exposure is set to one
value and everything follows naturally (both conditions in TE) is harder, requiring the as-
sumption that exposure assignment is independent of this outcome, possibly given observed
pre-exposure covariates C, usually referred to as no unobserved A-Y confounding. Next up
the ladder of difficulty are conditions where exposure is set to one value and mediator is
set to one value or a known distribution (both conditions in a CDE), where identification
requires an additional assumption: no unobserved M -Y confounding given C,A and inter-
mediate confounders L (if any). If the known distribution is replaced with dM(a)|C (both
conditions in each IDE/IIE), an additional assumption is needed: no unobserved A-M con-
founding given C. At the top of the difficulty ladder are conditions where exposure is set
to one value but mediator is set to its natural value under the other exposure condition (the
in-between world in each NDE/NIE), where identification requires that the no unobserved
M -Y confounding assumption holds conditional on C only, that is, no intermediate con-
founders are allowed.28 This is a rough summary of a key part of the identification picture.
There are details within each of these assumptions that we necessarily gloss over, and there
are other assumptions including no interference, consistency, composition, and positivity.
We refer the reader to the rich literature, e.g., Avin, Shpitser, and Pearl (2005); Didelez
et al. (2006); Imai, Keele, and Tingley (2010); Imai, Keele, and Yamamoto (2010); Pearl
(2001, 2012); Petersen, Sinisi, and van der Laan (2006); VanderWeele and Vansteelandt
(2009); VanderWeele et al. (2014).
Our second comment concerns the case where the natural (in)direct effects are not
identified (due to the presence of intermediate confounders L) but interventional counter-
parts are. In this challenging case, it may be tempting to simply estimate the latter, even
when the scientific interest is in explaining the total effect, that is, in the natural effects.
We recommend caution here. VanderWeele and Tchetgen Tchetgen (2017) pointed out that
except in rare cases, when an IIE/IDE is non-zero, its natural counterpart is generally also
non-zero, which we take to mean that we might consider using the IIE/IDE as proxy for the
purpose of testing whether the NIE/NDE is zero. If we are interested in the magnitude of
the natural effects that decompose TE, however, the interventional effects are a suboptimal
approximation; we recommend a different strategy – see explanations in footnote.29 We also
28This is also referred to as the cross-world independence assumption, because formally it is M(a) ⊥⊥
Y (a′,m) | C,A, and for a 6= a′, variables M(a) and Y (a′,m) do not live in the same world.
29To be concrete, take a natural effect that is a contrast of E[Y (a,M(a′))] where a 6= a′ and E[Y (a)],
while the corresponding interventional effect contrasts E[Y (a,M(a′|C))] and E[Y (a,M(a|C))]. First, under
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recommend, if one ever needs to use IDE/IIEs to approximate NDE/NIEs, to be explicit
about this approximation, so that there is no ambiguity in the interpretation of analysis
results.
Effect estimation. There is a huge and fast growing literature on estimation, and our
comments here are limited. Estimation in the mediation setting can be considered an ex-
tension of the non-mediation setting, where estimation of the effect of an exposure on an
outcome may rely on an outcome model (e.g., when using regression), or an exposure as-
signment model (e.g., when using propensity score matching or weighting), or both models
(for double robustness). In the mediation setting, if there are no intermediate confounders,
estimation of (in)direct effects, and more generally, effects of interventions on both the ex-
posure and the mediator, may rely on a combination of two out of three models (a model
for the outcome mean, a model for the mediator mean or density, and a model for exposure
assignment), or all three models for robustness (robustness requires any two of the three
models to be correct). With an intermediate confounder, an additional model is required.
The methods may involve regression, weighting and imputation; and the term regression is
used in a general sense to include both parametric and semiparametric models. We refer
the reader to the rich literature, e.g., Daniel et al. (2015); Hong (2010); Hong, Deutsch, and
Hill (2015); Imai, Keele, and Tingley (2010); Imai, Keele, and Yamamoto (2010); Lange,
Vansteelandt, and Bekaert (2012); Pearl (2012); Rudolph et al. (2017); Tchetgen Tchetgen
and Shpitser (2012); Tingley, Yamamoto, Hirose, Keele, and Imai (2014); Valeri and Van-
derWeele (2013); VanderWeele and Vansteelandt (2010, 2013); Vansteelandt, Bekaert, and
Lange (2012); Vansteelandt and VanderWeele (2012).
The models used in traditional mediation analysis are the closest to the estimation
strategy that relies on modeling the mediator and the outcome. Two features of traditional
mediation analysis deviate from this estimation strategy of causal mediation analysis. First,
the outcome model in traditional mediation analysis does not allow A-M interaction; causal
mediation analysis generally does not impose this restriction. Second, after fitting models,
traditional mediation analysis computes the product of coefficients, while causal mediation
analysis computes target causal effects. As previously mentioned, these results line up only
in one special case.
Since identification requires untestable assumptions – mediators, unlike exposures,
cannot be randomized – sensitivity analyses are recommended after, or as part of, effect
estimation. See e.g., Ding and Vanderweele (2016); Imai, Keele, and Tingley (2010); Imai,
Keele, and Yamamoto (2010) for sensitivity analyses for unobserved mediator-outcome con-
founding.
More complex settings. Methods for causal mediation analysis – spanning effect def-
inition, identification, and estimation – of more complex settings is very much an active
the given identification assumptions, E[Y (a)] is identified, so there is no obvious reason to approximate
it with E[Y (a,M(a|C))] that is both incorrect and more complicated to estimate. Second, the reason
E[Y (a,M(a′))] = E[Y (a, L(a),M(a′))] is unidentified is that L(a) and M(a′) are dependent, even after
conditioning on C. Approximation by E[Y (a,M(a′|C))] = E[Y (a, L(a),M(a′|C))], however, is equivalent
to assuming away this dependence. An alternative that respects this dependence is to assume a more
reasonable level or consider a range for it (and obtain bounds for the natural effects). One could assume
this dependence is bounded below by independence and above by the same-world dependence of L and M .
A strategy similar to this was used in Daniel, De Stavola, Cousens, and Vansteelandt (2015).
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area of research. We refer the reader to relevant literature. For causal mediation analysis
with survival data, see e.g., Didelez (2018); Lange and Hansen (2011); Tchetgen Tchetgen
(2011); Valeri and VanderWeele (2015); VanderWeele (2011). For multiple mediators, see
e.g., Daniel et al. (2015); VanderWeele and Vansteelandt (2013); Vansteelandt and Daniel
(2017). For time-varying mediators and exposures, see e.g., VanderWeele and Tchetgen
Tchetgen (2017); Zheng and van der Laan (2017).
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